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Category 3: Best use of an event to build a news brand

Case video is found here

How a birthday party in Minecraft made a massive impact on

brand awareness, engagement and sales.

BACKGROUND

Aftenposten Junior is the only national newspaper for children in Norway, and since

the first publication in 2012, Aftenposten Junior has grown in both subscribers and

readership with impressive speed. The brand has also launched several successful

standalone products, podcasts, events, and even a learning-tool for school systems.

However, Aftenposten Junior is still a print driven brand, which currently faces

decreasing print run numbers and intensified competition from digital media. Both

parents and children are reading less printed journalism, whilst the time spent in

front of digital devices is increasing with today's broad offer of entertainment.

THE CHALLENGE

When planning our 10 year anniversary in 2022, we knew that we had to do

something different. We had to engage our audience in new ways, make the

celebration an attraction that children would be drawn to, parents would find relevant,

and that would gain public interest we could utilize for a successful sales campaign.

Based on the above we set some ground rules:

● We had to be inclusive and invite as many children as possible

● We had to be relevant in order to engage our audience

● We wanted to get noticed so that we could use the momentum to sell

subscriptions after the event

Covid-19 was still a possible threat to physical meetings in the beginning of 2022,

https://youtu.be/_ebgzHaIQAQ


and the risk of arranging an in-person-event was too high. This would also limit the

amount of guests we could invite. We therefore decided on creating a virtual event.

To ensure our relevance we looked into how children spend their free time. A

common answer is that they enjoy gaming and online activities that involve

interacting and socializing with their peers. The most popular game for our target

group is Minecraft. This game is used for both educational purposes and as an after

school activity, which makes it widely known and frequently used. This sparked the

idea - could we actually host an event inside a game?

THE SOLUTION

Minecraft is based on building things and chatting to co-players, so it would enable

us to interact with our audience on their turf and intertwine our content and brand

with an environment they love. But we were no experts on Minecraft, so we partnered

with Skogliv, the largest Minecraft community in Norway. Skogliv has hosted a string

of great events in Minecraft, and knew exactly how we could design an Aftenposten

Junior universe within Minecraft based on what children love, and that would be

coherent with our brand and content. We started planning for the best birthday

celebration possible.

To make a logical bridge between the event and the brand, we incorporated some of

our most popular content in the universe: quizzes and animals. We also wanted to

include and engage our readers in creating the universe itself, since they love

contributing to the newspaper by sending us creative input every week. We set up a

server in Minecraft where we could co-create assets for the Aftenposten Junior

universe together. To mobilize the readers, we printed weekly assignments in the

newspaper with some simple instructions. The first week we asked them to build our

mascots, then houses for the mascots, fantasy animals, carousels and lastly

birthday gifts. The purpose was to include the children in the preparations for the

event from an early stage, build excitement, and of course include their contributions

in the event and the newspaper. We encouraged them to send us pictures of their

buildings if they wanted it on print, and boy did we get mail!



During the five week period leading up to the event we got 1000 creations from our

readers! A lot of these were printed and credited in the newspaper, and all of them

were included and marked by username in our digital Minecraft universe. Alongside,

we started promoting the event externally, marketing it as “The birthday celebration

of all time!”. We emphasized that the event was free, and open to anyone who

wanted to join. Inclusivity was our highest priority, and we wanted to reach beyond

our subscribers - welcoming all kids! Marketing aimed at children is not allowed in

Norway so the campaign was targeted to reach parents of children between the ages

6 and 13 years old. We used print ads, digital banners, radio ads and spread videos in

social media and on Youtube. The call to action was joining our Facebook event

where we posted teasers and pictures of the creations that the children had made.

Building and marketing the Minecraft event was one thing, another was planning how

to host an event inside an interactive game we had no previous experience with.

Those who follow gamers in social media know that streaming is a crucial part of

interacting with the audience, so in hosting a gaming-event we realized we had to

stream it live as well. We rented a studio at a streaming center in Oslo where a panel

of journalists would go live to guide, engage and encourage our young guests

throughout the event. This enabled our audience to listen to our stream while gaming

and chatting with us and each other inside Minecraft. Sunday the 3rd of April at 5

pm, we were ready to go live. Skogliv monetized the servers and chats, our podcast

host was ready to lead the broadcast, the streaming center directed cameras and

sent the stream to our website. The rest of our crew logged into the Aftenposten

Junior universe with excitement.

RESULTS

Our birthday party managed to engage 1708 unique users in Minecraft and 1000

viewers on our live-stream. During our two hour long event we saw a total of 14075

chat messages! FYI: that’s an average of 1,6 messages a second. Showing us that

the kids were definitely involved and excited. Together we went through a trail of the

creations that our readers had built and heaps of other cool attractions including an

amusement park, parkour tracks, secret tunnels, and a huge Zoo with both quizzes



and fun facts connected to the animals. We also had live talks with the editor of

Aftenposten Junior from our studio, talking about the paper, as well as answering

questions and hosting a guessing competition on a masked mystery guest.

It all led up to the highlight of the evening: a hybrid concert with the artist Sval - an up

and coming singer songwriter from Norway! In order to do this we taped a live

recording with the artist, and designed an avatar and a stage show to look like her in

Minecraft. So when the children ended up in front of the stage, lit up with neon lights

and fireworks, we broadcasted the recorded concert and triggered the show inside

the game simultaneously. The reactions were priceless. All the children’s avatars

were jumping up and down, writing “woooow” and “clap clap” in the chat. For some

of the audience, this was their very first concert experience. A truly unique moment.

To top it all off we had a countdown toward the reveal of our masked mystery guest.

It was Dagny, a well known top of the charts-artist from Norway. She thanked the

children for all of their great guesses throughout the evening and ended by singing

her most known song on stage.

The day after the event we launched an Aftenposten Junior sales campaign. We now

had the opportunity to ride a wave of attention and awareness that we had built

leading up to our event. The marketing communication focused on expressing our

gratitude for being able to continue making a newspaper for kids in a further more

challenging market. We sold a total of 1623 subscriptions, and reached an all time

high number of sales from social media. This was a 57% increase in sales compared

to an equal campaign during the same period in 2021. It’s clear this is a result of the

momentum built from the event.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we hosted an event that was brand coherent, highly relevant to our

target group and on the children’s turf and terms. Not only did we engage our

readers, we managed to get attention and recognition from their parents as well. It

resulted in boosted brand awareness, reader engagement and subscription sales.

We were definitely inspired by this project -  we hope it made you smile as well!


